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Abstract—Criminal is an important legal course, and its teaching method is especially important. Teaching is a process combines teachers’ teaching and students’ learning together, both of which are indispensable. The concept of teaching reflects people’s collective understanding of teaching and learning activities’ internal rules; and meanwhile it is people’s basic attitude and view on teaching activities. Therefore, the teaching concept of criminal law mainly reflects on teachers’ teaching concept and students’ learning concept. In this paper, according to the curriculum features of criminal law, it explains problems of teachers and students existing in current of criminal law teaching with proposal of some countermeasures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Generally, system of criminal law is a structure formed by arrangement and organization of contents by specifying the research objects of criminal law. Study and mastery of criminal law system indicate the knowledge about the integrity of criminal law as well as its relations, which is an important condition for further development of criminal law. In other word, system of criminal law is a combination of knowledge formally, but it is an analysis mode, logic structure and thinking mode essentially. In the past, we only pay attention to the superficial form with little importance to its essence, which results in a super-stable status. The purpose of reflecting on traditional criminal law system is to discover problems and to rebuild a new system.

Since the study on jurisprudence is becoming deeper and prosperous, educators on criminal law teaching have constantly made revolutions and innovations on teaching methods. Especially after implementation of national judicial examination, more attention has been paid to the combination of theories and practice, which has achieved better educational effect. However, affected by traditional concept, contents and methods, teaching of criminal law still have some problems needing to be solved. In this paper, the author explains the curriculum features of criminal law as well as main existing problems in criminal law teaching with proposal of countermeasures.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COURSES OF CRIMINAL LAW

The research objects of criminal law are complicated. Theory of criminal law, crime theory and liabilities of criminal law are three parts of the general knowledge system of criminal law. Apart from general theory of criminal law, there is also dispersed theory of criminal law, which mainly prescribes the concept, features, boundaries of different crimes as well as affirmation of different crimes. Thus, the course of criminal law not only simply explains the legal theories, but it also integrates criminal law, criminal philosophy, criminal law explanations as well as adaptable rules, experience and trials all together.

It involves wide and extensive contents. The contents of criminal law are very broad. Social relations involved by criminal law include personal safety, family safety, financial safety, economic safety, social orders, public safety and national safety and so on. The concrete contents cover national regime safety, territory safety, public transportation safety, food and drug safety, production and operation safety as well as finance, tax, customs, health, property and professional integrity and so on. Therefore, common contents needing to be protected and covered by general departments are all covered by criminal law with protection. Therefore, criminal law is also called “secondary protection law”.
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It has a close relationship with practice. Criminal law is a discipline with strong theoretical property and application. Crimes covered by criminal law and the basic principles of criminal liabilities have both deep philosophical property and rich practicability. Criminal law originates from criminal legal theories, criminal legislation and criminal justice practice, and in turn, it serves criminal legislation and justice practice. Teaching of criminal law aims to guide national criminal legislation, improve national criminal justice and perfect the basic theories of criminal law by studying and researching theories of criminal law.

III. EXISTING PROBLEMS OF THE TEACHING METHODS FOR CRIMINAL LAW

A. The pure purpose of teaching criminal law

In the teaching of criminal law in China, some teachers still insist on professional teaching concepts with little importance to the relationship between criminal law and other disciplines. For example, when teaching criminal law knowledge, some teachers may leave the problems to teachers of other disciplines without detailed explanation. Criminal law is a humanistic discipline. In order to master its basic principles and basic thoughts, teachers need to master rich knowledge and sound qualities in the first place.

B. Students’ learning effect is evaluated by their written result

Quality of teaching is the essence for teachers’ survival as well as the basis for school’s development. At present, most colleges and universities evaluate students’ learning result by their daily performance as well as final results, which account for 30% and 70% respectively. Based on traditional teaching concept, teaching of criminal law also evaluates students’ learning effect by their results. Thus, students pay much attention to knowledge memorizing without active thinking or effective communications among teachers. Besides, there is little doubt of controversial criminal law knowledge, which can affect the cultivation of students’ innovative capability.

C. Students’ learning are passive

Usually criminal law courses are set up in the second term of the freshman year or the senior year in colleges and universities. However, students during this period have less initiative after high-school mechanical study mode. Therefore, they can be adaptable to the indoctrinated teaching method. Students are used to taking notes in class, but they don’t dare doubt or propose their own thoughts.

IV. SUGGESTIONS TO CRIMINAL LAW TEACHING

A. Class teaching

In terms of teaching contents, teaching outline has always seen as the basis for criminal law teaching with great importance to its basic concepts, basic knowledge and basic theories. Besides, relevant contents have been added to several criminal legislation interpretation and criminal amendments with timely modification and complement so that teaching contents have been combined with the development of criminal law in China. On this basis, new topics, new ideas and new theories in criminal fields should be introduced to class teaching appropriately so that students can know about the latest development of criminal law.

B. Case discussion

Case discussion is an indispensable section of criminal law teaching, which can help to cultivate students’ ability of applying legal knowledge to analyze problems. Some western legal education is conducted by case discussion. The case selected for discussion should be proper, typical and successful. The case should not be too easy or too complicated, or it will be difficult for beginners to study. Besides, the scale should be controlled since large class teaching is not beneficial to class teaching, and it can also affect the atmosphere of class discussion by offering many opportunities to students.

C. Theoretical seminar

Although criminal law is a relatively mature discipline, there are still many theoretical and practical problems needing to be solved. As for the beginners of criminal law, it is not realistic for students to understand the deep theoretical studies at once, they should be
guided to provide basis for future development. Students can be guided to write down some academic opinions and short thesis on criminal law difficulties according to the teaching procedure by making students read more books and articles with strong ability of discovering and researching problems. By reading and literature review, students’ capability of collecting, arranging and digesting materials can be exercised.

V. CONCLUSION

Problems existing in criminal law teaching are not formed in one day, so these problems can’t be solved immediately, while corresponding measures and countermeasures should be taken urgently to improve the backward teaching of criminal law. By analyzing problems existing in the teaching of criminal law as well as the reasons, we can find rational ways to cultivate criminal talents in criminal law teaching, which shall be carried out urgently. In this paper, three suggestions have been proposed for the problems above. First, theories taught in class should be improved; second, theoretical interactions in class should be enhanced; finally, case study in class should be advocated. With the help of these teaching methods, students’ activeness can be mobilized so that they can have a better study.
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